A 76-year-old Brazilian faith healer who turned himself in to authorities following more than 600 sexual abuse claims has been accused of running sex slave farms used for child trafficking, then killing the mothers after 10 years of birthing.

Known as the "John of God" and the "psychic surgeon," Joao Teixeira de Faria started his "spiritual hospital" in 1978, the Casa de Dom Inácio de Loyola – named after Saint Ignatius, one of the 37 spirits Faria claimed would inhibit his body during psychic healing sessions, according to The Sun. In 1979, a benefactor secured land for him in a small town of Abadiânia, Brazil, where he has been receiving over 10,000 visitors a
Faria rose to international fame after Oprah Winfrey sat down with him in a 2010 interview. His high profile clients are rumored to include supermodel Naomi Campbell, former President Bill Clinton and singer Paul Simon.

John of God's "spiritual surgeries" would often involve scraping people's eyeballs without anesthetics, or inserting scissors of forceps inside people's noses to cure various conditions. His accusers say he took it much further – instructing them to face away from them before performing sexual acts to "cure" them, allegations Faria denies.

Joao Teixeira de Faria performing "psychic surgery" with "spirit cook" Marina Abramović

In December, four women came forward on Brazilian television to

month.
accuse Faria of abusing them during sessions, including Dutch choreographer Zahira Lienke Mous, who says she learned of Faria from Oprah Winfrey’s interview.

Speaking on TV Globo, three of the women described their encounters with Faria to host Pedro Bial on condition of anonymity. Dutch choreographer Zahira Lienke Mous decided to be named, and said that during one of her trips to see the healer to be cured of the trauma of previous sexual assault, he took her into a back room and had her masturbate him. He then had her pick out a gemstone from a set and granted special treatment. She has also accused him of raping her during another session.

... São Paulo businesswoman Aline Salih told local newspaper Folha de São Paulo in an article that published on
Following the broadcast, Brazilian prosecutors announced that more than 200 women had come forward with similar claims, leading for prosecutors for the state of Goias to call for his arrest.

Meanwhile, Faria's own daughter – Dalva Teixeira, claims that he abused and raped her between the ages of 10 and 14, and that he only stopped after she became pregnant by one of his employees. The subsequent beating she received from "John of God" caused her to miscarry, she says.

"My father is a monster," stated Teixeira.

Disturbingly, the 38-year-old Brazilian activist who brought Faria down, Sabrina Bittencourt, mysteriously "committed suicide" last Saturday in Lebanon while she was on the run and "living under protection."

Bittencourt said she had received Monday that a similar incident had happened to her. –BuzzFeed News
reports of Faria's sex slave operation in which newborns were sold for up to £40,000 ($51,000 USD) in the United States, Europe and Australia.

*She claimed Faria would offer money to poor girls aged 14 to 18 to go and live in mineral mines or farms he owns in the Brazilian states of Goias and Minas Gerais.*

*There they would become sex slaves and be forced to get pregnant, then their babies would be sold to the highest bidder.*

“In exchange for food, they were impregnated and their babies sold on the black market,” she said.

*“Hundreds of girls were enslaved over years, living on farms in Goias, and served as wombs to get pregnant, for their babies to be sold.*

*“These girls were murdered after 10 years of giving birth. We have got a number of testimonies.” – The Sun*
Bittencourt's eldest son, Gabriel Baum, confirmed her death on Facebook with a note that read: "She took the last step so that we could live. They killed my mother."

"We said goodbye in Paris, she traveled to Barcelona for a few days to create the protection network for Brazilians of exile and returned to Lebanon with her girlfriend. It was one of the countries she loved!" Gabriel posted to Facebook.
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Lucky Guesst 10 hours ago

What a strange coincidence that the worlds richest and
worst pedophiles are always friends of the Clintons.

Ms No 8 hours ago

True and the CIA and Mossad are the head of this beast, almost certainly. See the Finders investigation. Everybody from the treasury Dept, local police and DOJ was admitting it until it just went away, like the New Mexico terrorist compound did. The CIA admitted connection.

These were abducted American children. Then there was the Franklin scandal that the FBI ran interference for. That's all we really needed to know. Of course they will treat human trafficking the way they do drugs. Too much money in it. Later its Epstein, Laura Silsby in Haiti and all of Hollywood.

It's been growing all along. They just can't stop it, like with ISIS. 🌍 There is so much of it going on that the sheer volume is getting them caught. They just whitewash and move along. It's time to do some psychopath skinning. Pedophiles should be lit on fire and not incarcerated.
random999
7 hours ago

Bbbut pizzagate is just a conspiracy theory.

HowdyDoody
4 hours ago

"Joao Teixeira de Faria performing "psychic surgery" with "spirit cook" Marina Abramović"

So it (spirit cooking) really is a thing.

JimmyJones
1 hour ago

It's a thing and Hollyweird people really like doing it.

below_Par
3 hours ago

Oprah who was friends with Weinstein is now friends with this freak.

I mean the connections are just out in the open and people keep dying.
Who’d a thunk some shit like this would happen to such a great community of stars like slick Willie and Oprama!???

IridiumRebel 10 hours ago (Edited)

Maybe he should declare for democrat primary.

Manthong 9 hours ago

It’s well past time to take down that fat fucking cunt Oprah. All the way down.

Seasmoke 10 hours ago

Little wonder Trump said he hopes Oprah runs for president. Juicy revelations aplenty.

But seriously... wtf is wrong with these people. Not a decent bone in any of them. Mind boggles. Spirit cooking and what else; holy smokes.

Jultorsk 7 hours ago

Shemp 4 Victory 10 hours ago
No surprise that there is a Clinton connection. These so-called farms likely were recipients of "charitable aid" from the Clinton Global Initiative.

Ms No 8 hours ago

Or they steal UN mandated disaster funds while pulling this shit, like they did in Haiti.

Commodore 1488 9 hours ago

That turd Bill Clinton keeps showing up in all of these "rings".

scaleindependent 10 hours ago

Wow, how ironic that "spirit cook" Marina Abramović is involved in this.

If you recall...

adr 8 hours ago

I don't know if people just can't accept it, or just don't have the cognitive ability to process it. For a normal person, it goes against all
person, it goes against all nature to accept that humans are capable of doing things like this.

I try to tell them that this stuff is real, but they refuse to accept that this would go on and the authorities would do nothing. I tell them that these people are above the law, that they own governments.

I tell them of a scenario where you go to a high level party and you are drugged. You don't know what happened but photos turn up of you with a naked child. Witnesses all say you got drunk and grabbed this kid and raped him. Your life is over unless you play ball.

"No, that couldn't happen. The police would know or something."

The elites own the courts and very powerful people witnessed your "crime". Oh and if you do try to say anything, your family will have an accident.

I tell them that sex trafficking, child trafficking, the rampant pedophilia are all real. I ask them how they think these rich couples get children. Sometimes I will take them on a dark journey down the rabbit hole. The shock and horror is usually too much and the defense mechanism of disbelief shows up.

Just a search of Arkancide should be enough for anyone. It is a statistical impossibility for that many
impossibility for that many people to die of natural causes or true accidents connected to the Clintons.

Every once and a while I see someone wake up. The problem is that just a few aren't enough. The elite are not scared because they know their Satanist ways conflict wholly with the general morality of the masses. This gives them cover to operate.

I've seen a man rape his property. The people who operate these rings are not human, but they see humans as their rightful property to do with as they see fit.

A person who would rape a child does not have a soul. Those without souls can not be saved and we should feel no guilt removing them from the Earth. It is not murder to kill a souless creature, in fact it is righteous to do so. How many souls could have been saved if this creature was taken care of decades ago?

The elites deserve no mercy. Fear is their weapon. The fear that confronting them taints your soul and condemns you to hell. Inaction is what condemns you to the hell they have built for us. Tell everyone you know about the sex rings. That thing about a pizza place is really about raping children. The photos are proof and they are still out there.

Or maybe taping a six year old's hands to a table is
old's hands to a table is normal.

Ms No 8 hours ago

If they could the whole world would be like this. Like I've said, if the psychos gained complete control they world turn the world into a Hellraiser movie, which essentially a movie type that nobody watches because it's too torturous and sickening.

GeoffreyT 8 hours ago

A person who would rape a child does not have a soul

Nor does anyone – souls are imaginary nonsense.

The correct reason to exterminate child rapists is the harm they do, and their incapacity to reform (assuming the are genuinely incapable of reform).

It's not because they 'lack' some bullshit spiritual 'essence' that religious fuckwits claim resides in humans.

Also, this 'John of God'
dickhead was such an obvious charlatan, that it's a kind of Darwinian Filter: people who trust him die in larger numbers than people who see through his bullshit... the net effect is that the proportion of dummies is reduced (very slightly).

FWIW I am completely with you on the idea that entry into the elite involves participating in depraved behaviour: but it's not done by entrapment where the individual is incapable of saying 'No' (although it's always in an environment where inhibitions are lowered through drugs, alcohol, and the sense that you're likely to get away with whatever is about to occur).

Part of the whole thing is being willing to say 'Yes': to want to join the 'inner circle'. That's what they're looking for.

C.S. Lewis spoke about it 75 years ago in the Memorial Lecture at King’s College, University of London, in 1944 ... entitled "The Inner Ring".

The relevant quote:

“To nine out of
To nine out of ten of you the choice which could lead to scoundrelism will come, when it comes, in no very dramatic colours. Obviously bad men, obviously not very d\-

rant of you, the

terrible will come, when it does come, in no

dramatic col-

ours. Obviously bad men, obviously not

certainly not

almost never

appear. Over a drink or a cup of coffee, disguised as triv-

ality and sandwiched between two jokes, from the lips of a man, or woman, whom you have recently been getting to know better and better and better and better, just as the moment when you are most anxious not to appear crude, or na\-

f or a prig, or, at least, to appear not to know, the hint will come. It will be the hint of something which the public, the ignorant, the romantic public, would never
understand: something which even the outsiders in your own profession are apt to make a fuss about: but something, says your new friend, which "we"—and at the word "we" you try not to blush for mere pleasure—something "we always do."

And you will be drawn in, if you are drawn in, not by desire for gain or ease, but simply because at that moment, when the cup was so near your lips, you cannot bear to be thrust back again into the cold outer world. It would be so terrible to see the other man's face—that genial, confidential, delightfully sophisticated face—turn suddenly cold and contemptuous, to know that
Anyone who has ever been a genuinely elite student, has faced this situation – there will have been attempts by agents of the powerful to encourage them to join. And if the individual is a sub-elite student who is active in student politics, the same mechanisms apply.

Similar 'tests' happen if you work for a large law firm, or a large consulting or banking firm: there will come a time when you had been tried for the Inner Ring and rejected. And then, if you are drawn in, next week it will be something a little further from the rules, and next year something further still, but all in the jolliest, friendliest spirit. It may end in a crash, a scandal, and penal servitude; it may end in millions, a peerage and giving the prizes at your old school. But you will be a scoundrel."
time when you are asked to cross a moral or ethical line. It might be professionally or socially, it doesn't matter – the first test is the big filter (the first test is usually social – your boss will say "Mike and me are going to [some strip club] – you coming?" or some other such).

If you refuse or demur, then nothing is said, and your senior colleagues' behaviour towards you does not change... **but your career stops dead.**

That, my friend, explains the people who rise to the top in politics. Every time they are asked to slide further into depravity, they say "Yes" **wholeheartedly.**

---

**Bananamerican**

5 hours ago

"Nor does anyone – souls are imaginary nonsense."

I logged in to tell you (because the man you quoted at length can not) that you are a complete fool for NOT believing in Spirit, and not believing that human beings have Souls that are
have Souls that are contested over in this brief Life.

You are a collaborator, in that sense, with 'them'...helping to keep others incapable of defining the actual terms of Battle.

toejam
37 minutes ago

Right on.

Bubba Rum Das
6 hours ago

"The shock and horror is usually too much and the defense mechanism of disbelief shows up."

Yes, it's known as 'Cognitive Dissonance'...

Versengetorix 9 hours ago

Oprah's list of frauds is almost as long as the Clinton's list of murders.

ClusterF 9 hours ago
(Edited)
But pizzagate was just a kookie "alt-right" conspiracy......

Evidence matters.

Another dot connected to Marina Abramovic? Was it sex slave farm, organ farm, pedo slave farm, blood bank or all of the above? I'm sure I'm missing some categories. Remember Pizzagate? Now late term abortions? Sounds like elite want young DNA. They seem to have long lives, always assumed it was because they didn't ever do hard work but I'm thinking I was wrong on that.

Some of them are cannibals.

Let's get a peek at what was in Weiner's laptop and find out.
Lucky Guesst
9 hours ago

Good idea but you look first OO

Yars Revenge
9 hours ago
(Edited)

Marina Abramovic is in her 60s.
Yet she looks like she’s half as old.
Deal with the Devil?

Deathrips
9 hours ago

Shes in her 70s.
Sick woman.
RIPS

bunnyswanson
8 hours ago

Think of the lifetime supply of hormones we are born with, produced by ovaries/testicles and other reproductive glands and think of how the possibility could exist that implantation or some method of administration is the
Hormones, I believe are the fountain of youth. I have noticed the multiple daily ads for surrogate mothers on Craigslist has stopped.

Haboob 9 hours ago
More pizzagate connections linking the western elite to child sex trafficking and birthing...

Lucky Guesst 9 hours ago
I would like to see if he has that same PEDO art on his walls as Podesta.

Ofelas 4 hours ago
wait a minute, in Britain many say it is only a muslim issue.....so not that isolated then, a western judeo christian thing too

Gen. Ripper 10 hours ago
"His high profile clients include supermodel Naomi Campbell, former President Bill Clinton and singer Paul Simon."
Simon.

Knock me over with a feather

True Blue 9 hours ago

Don't leave Marina Abramović off that list of creepy evil.

What allegations unite all these people... hmmm?

Ms No 8 hours ago

Rofl


It also wasn't surprising when Chris Rock and that other Hollywood puke went with Clinton and Epstein, on pedophile air, to Africa, to an alleged AIDS event.

Could this get any more obvious? Clinton is probably the most prolific political pedophile in the west at this point and Hillary probably tortures them to death afterwards. Clinton is already a known sadistic rapist. Then after all this shit, they get an American child trafficker out of prison in Haiti, during horrific national tragedy that made the
children vulnerable, with the help of some really weird Jew who said he was a lawyer but wasn't. He appeared to be an entire fake persona.

What the hell is this reality? People wanted them in office. WTH!

Frederico 5 hours ago
Chris Tucker not Chris Rock.

Ms No 3 hours ago
Oopsy! My bad, wrong guy. They are both annoying as hell.

Kinskian 9 hours ago
Oprah is so fucking stupid.

dirty fingernails 9 hours ago
Hey, she only gets had by everyone who tries to fool her. She's improved a lot lol.
Bubba Rum Das
5 hours ago

She get's paid off, c'mon, you think that Okra bitch doesn't know any better?
Nigguh Bitch, Puhleeeaze...

Lucky Guesst
9 hours ago

Yeah but I think she was the first black person that the globalists let in on the depopulation plan. They should talk about that every February in school.

Versengetorix
9 hours ago

As Oprah said on her show..."The drums of Arica beat in my veins." And an African IQ score beats in her frontal lobe.....note the singular..

LadyAtZero
7 hours ago

Oprah simply promotes the agenda she is handed. Which is evil. And which has...
evii. And which has made her a billionaire.

Bubba Rum Das
5 hours ago

The Dem politicians need to create a National Holiday for the Bitch; called 'Okrah Day...'

Just watch.

Cardinal Fang 9 hours ago

The more they say they are 'doing God's work' the closer they are to doing Satan's work.

It's just a rule of thumb around my neck of the woods...

Ms No 9 hours ago

Yep, virtue signaling.

dirty fingernails 9 hours ago

And the gullible will provide cover for you due to misplaced faith.

Conscious Reviver 9 hours ago

Pedophilia on tape, ritual

Pedophilia on tape, ritual murder on tape is how the global system rolls to keep the underlings in line.

Search "Dutch Banker" to listen to a guy who refused to go along.

---

**Implied Violins** 10 hours ago

"Suicide" + Clintons = MURDER.

---

**Lucky Guesst** 10 hours ago

Arkancide

---

**RKae** 6 hours ago

I'm actually stunned that Oprah never had Josef Fritz the Austrian Dungeon Dad on her show to talk about family dynamics.

---

**punchasocialist** 6 hours ago

"Jewish diaspora" Oprah?


Is she the Oprah you speak of?

---

Yars Revenge 9 hours ago

Marina Abramovic.

That's Hillary Clinton’s satanist buddy.

Confirmed by WikiLeaks.

▲ 18 ▼  

averros 10 hours ago

Jim Jones... the American Left has a solid track record of adoring murderous cult leaders.

▲ 17 ▼  

Bricker 10 hours ago

Sing, sing, sing

2019 songbird could bring down the house if done correctly

▲ 18 ▼  

GunTotnHippie 7 hours ago

Oprah, John of God, Marina Abramović, Tom Hanks, half of Hollywood all connected for decades. They are all in it and use movies to make you think it’s not real. The Purge is happening all around us. Sick bastards need to pay.

▲ 16 ▼  

surf@jm 9 hours ago

Clintons involved and then a report of an Arkancide....

Imagine that......

▲ 16 ▼

**Element** 9 hours ago

If a whitey does that ... 24/7 news coverage, globally.

If coffee-colored does it ... barely a murmur.

Radical tolerance.

▲ 15 ▼ 1

**Ms No** 9 hours ago

I used to call this guy who threatened me and my son in ND "John of God" and for this exact reason. I posted about it. I always knew that guy was dark and a fraud.

Psychic senses are real though and people should try to increase them.

I just detected some type of dangerous predator the other day and my body went into some autonomous defense mode. It was cool.

I was walking out of whole foods because I was dying for a self made salad. It's broad daylight, people everywhere and good neighborhood. Nothing to worry about. As I'm walking out trying to get across front store traffic I feel something super weird and am compelled to look at who is
behind me. It wasn't just compelled, I involuntarily stopped in my tracks and turned to look at them.

This dude was relatively normal but looked and dressed like he was from Seattle or Portland. He was attractive older 20s with a bit of a blonde California surfer dude look, but NW clothing. The only thing that was really odd is that his orange expensive snowboarder hippy jacket was very dirty.

My body would not allow him behind me. I was kind of embarrassed at how stupid and obvious I looked so I tried to pretend I was looking for somebody over his shoulder. What was weirder is that he knew that I knew and stared me down with creepy dead stare, in curiosity. As if he wanted to know how it is that some people detect him.

Once he was infront of me my body let me move again and get out of the street looking like a jackass. He got in an expensive SUV with a blonde chick. She saw what happened and intensely stared at me. There was something really wrong there. He either is a rapist or murderer, or soon will be. I've had some of these things confirmed later. It's real.
THAT IS JUST INCREDIBLE - YOU ARE AMAZING AND SHOULD START A CHURCH.

/s

Ms No 9 hours ago

Life is interesting. Some people notice and some don't.

▲ 15 ▼

YourAverageJoe 9 hours ago

By the way...EGYPT SUCKS!!

▲ ▼

JoeBattista 9 hours ago

(Edited)

As my daughter says: "Stranger danger". Just when you thought things couldn't get weirder, along comes Faria. Oprah, our next wanna be POTUS, did a swell job of vetting this creep. She should be sued as an accessory. Better yet arrest her fat ass. The hand of Clinton is everywhere. My guess he was only in Brazil to pick up his share. The Clinton's weren't satisfied on their ROI in the Haiti child
their ROI in the Haiti child trafficking biz, so they expanded to Brazil. Murder On The Tracks. Watch it.

She shoulda used a fatchecker before hooking up with this clown.

Bet that she's as much a part of this as Clinton and Abramovic.

Note the clear cut Arkancide of Bittencourt. Was she found hanging from the doorknob?

From another article: "She promised to unmask 13 more leaders this year."

Convenient, no?

Just shows you how gullible our 'rich, important leaders' are.
Not gullible, evil.
Plain evil.

ZeroLounger
9 hours ago
(Edited)

Honestly, I still can't bring myself to believe all this pedophilia shit is going on. My meter's starting to turn, though. I just never could've imagined it.

It's like this Alex Jones/Joe Rogan spat. Alex sez he's a pedo, blah blah blah. Sometimes the source may be tainted.

All in all though, a clear picture is beginning to emerge.

dirty fingernail
9 hours ago

This is what power and no
boundaries
does to
susceptible
people.

Ms No 8 hours ago

Who is the Abramovic chick? Was that one of those Marxists that let people cut them at parties or made paintings with menstrual blood or something?

Can you believe we even have to ask these questions? I'm sorry but this reality needs to be flushed.

True Blue 3 minutes ago

"Spirit cooking" guru.

Sick and twisted hardly begins to describe it. She seems to pop up in the middle of all of these seriously disturbed goings on, 'Pizza Gate' and the Podesta types.

tmosley 10 hours ago
"These people are SICK"

lakecity55 7 hours ago
He got busted for running late on Hitlary's monthly baby blood supply.

David Wooten 9 hours ago
"Faria rose to international fame after Oprah Winfrey sat down with him in a 2010 interview. His high profile clients are rumored to include supermodel Naomi Campbell, former President Bill Clinton and singer Paul Simon."

Oprah will be shamed/embarrassed.
What service was Bill Clinton a 'client' of? (duh). Have his offspring been sold anywhere?

Pernicious Gold Phallus 4 hours ago
Oprah is capable of neither shame nor embarrassment.

ZeroLounger 9 hours ago
Of course that Hambeast Oprah's gonna go get her freak on.
Shemp 4 Victory
9 hours ago

Of course that Hambeast Oprah's gonna go get her freak on.

But it wasn't for her – it was for her Minge (and Gary).

Skateboarder
9 hours ago

Are we in Paris, Mingey?

ZeroLounger
10 hours ago (Edited)

About a month ago I read a book, 'The Universe Has Your Back'. The author said she'd spent time with this kook. ((Author's a kook, too)) Gabrielle Bernstein. As soon as she mentioned 'John of God' I instantly knew he was a shyster.

SHsparx
6 hours ago

The words "spiritual" and Oprah in the same context is all I needed to know.
Oprah's amazing. She endorses the most hideous, satanic, and brutal people... and then tells us that "people go to heaven just by being nice."

Yeah. Real deep understanding of spirituality in that low-IQ hag.

Think she is smarter than she looks. Been playing this game a long time and not getting caught.

Opie IS a devil worshiping racist.

The fat cunt is going to hell.

Tylers, this should be front page for at least a day. This is an enormous story that has not been given due attention.
Investigate the Brazil vale dam burst and Marina Abramovic, Spirit Cooking, John Podesta, James Alefantis and his "Pandas," his boyfriend David Brock and Media Matters/Shareblue. The links to Clinton/Tony Rodham gold mine slavery and human trafficking out of Haiti, the connections run deep, globally.

Their roles in global human trafficking must be exposed.

MarshallJimDuncan 7 hours ago

Did you happen to see the photo of the pizza made to look like a vagina on one of ping pong pizzas pictures? I posted here about it under a different handl. Anyway, I remember it being a couple guys pointing at the pizza (vagina). I believe they used green pepper underneath the cheese. I believe they removed it.

Ms No 8 hours ago

Some you guys are cool but all the rest of these earth living mofo's who allowed this need to learn to swim RIGHT NOW. A society that won't even defend it's children with the necessary violence because they are...
violence because they are sheep. These people who do things like this should have had their faces melted off with flame-throwers. Flush! The magnetic field flip will end the age. THANK GOD! Seriously... I hope I get a good viewing point, while viewing is possible. I want to see some birkland currents and people screaming and throwing their lattes in horror.

ignorethisuser

8 hours ago

They have early warning systems and bunkers in New Zealand. They still think they can get away with it.

If they have their way, they will sit out the "uncomfortable" times and return when the dust settles to enslave the survivors.

Ms No

8 hours ago

What if they have done that exact same thing before. Weird to think about.

ignorethisuser

8 hours ago

If they had, they wouldn't have
been kicked out of Europe 200 times.

Maghreb
2 hours ago

Polar bears are goin nuts and they live closer to the magnetic poles than any other large animal. Could be food shortages or climatic shifts.


You'd think it would have happened more by now unless Russians are moving further north. Population decline would mean most civilian habitations shut down. Old whaling stations where there there are likely to be fish would be the first port of call.

I actually think I
I actually think I felt the pole shift a little but that was a bad night.......
Marina Abramović? Of John Podesta, Comet Pizza and James Alefantis & David Brock fame?

Say it ain’t so!

△ 10 ▼

uhland62 7 hours ago

Portugal – Madeleine McCain. They speak Portuguese in Brazil, don’t they.

That’s why Podestas, Clinton etc go into politics, to get the money and connections to buy satisfaction for their sick minds.

△ 5 ▼

Bubba Rum Das 6 hours ago

"Marina Abramović?"

Gee, imagine that...

△ ▼

benb 9 hours ago

Probably a Democrat.

No. A Democrat for sure.

Must be a friend of Shiela Jackson–Lee.

△ 10 ▼

YourAverageJoe 9 hours ago (Edited)

Agree on the Democrat.
I agree on the Democrat aspect, but no on the SheeJack relationship.

SheeJack doesn't deal with people that are too light colored, unless it involves envelopes full of money.


---

hanekhw 10 hours ago

I bet there are some women who STILL believe in him. They just 'know' because their 'feelings' are never wrong. Don't come here. We have enough Democrats. We don't need more who 'think' with their 'feelings'.

▲ 10 ▼

Wahooo 4 hours ago

Sheesh. That three-chinned Oprah could eat corn on the cob through a picket fence. Hideous. And I wonder who those babies were sold to in the US? Podesta Brothers et al?

▲ 9 ▼

Yog Soggoth 3 hours ago

---

Well it's pretty obvious it's the same crowd since that witch Marina Abramavic is pictured with him. Okra seems to be tied into this group in more than one way. I hope all these sick bastards go down.

Steel Hammerhands
4 hours ago

Sabrina Bittencourt, mysteriously "committed suicide" last Saturday in Lebanon while she was on the run and "living under protection."

Arkanside

Milton Waddams
9 hours ago
(Edited)

Psychotic serial rapist with multiple personalities, er, psychic spiritual healer with 37 body-inhabiting spirits. See the difference? Me neither.

Bill of Rights
10 hours ago

I'll just leave this right here

https://www.liveaction.org/w
Why don't good men step up and put this dog down?

There should be a real pleasure to kill such bastard.

"newborns were sold for up to £40,000 ($51,000 USD) in the United States, Europe and Australia."

Who did they sell them to? Guys that will keep them for alive for a year and torture them or sexually abuse them? Very murdery...
A man heard there was a particularly nasty and clever bear in the woods, so went hunting. While sneaking around with his rifle, suddenly the bear was on him, grabbed him by the throat, and told him he could choose. Either it would maul him and kill him, or he could pull down his pants and let it f*** him in the a**. Terrified, he chose the latter, and when the bear was done, the bear vanished into the woods.

A few weeks later, the man decided to go get revenge, and is one again caught by the bear, and once again has to choose. Choosing life, the bear has its way with him, and once again he is allowed to leave alive.

Again, after a few weeks, the man decides once again to go get revenge. When the bear catches him again, it says "you are not really here to hunt, are you?"

---

So this one girl, got abused, and then when she came back, she was also raped.

uh...

Why did she come back after the first time?

Clearly its not up to me to judge, but IF someone sexually assaulted me when I went to them for treatment. I
I'm not saying all that other stuff didn't happen, it's just this one thing that seemed pretty strange.

Ayreos 5 hours ago

This kind of story is always suspicious. I wish the article made a difference between accusations and the statements of investigators who are hopefully searching for evidence.

CatInTheHat 25 minutes ago

But a little tidbit does not tell the whole story. Sick people like this ASSHAT have a very powerful hold over the powerless. The victims usually believe their victimizer.

I mean Oprah giving air time to an abusive psychopath?

What did she know or believe about this ASSHAT?

Know how many watched Oprah?
Ms No  9 hours ago

Was this guy CIA affiliated, like the koolaid pusher?

▲ 8  ▼  ⬤

DragonsDancing  9 hours ago

More than 600 women around the world have already accused John of God of sexually abusing them during healing sessions with the medium. Young girls were held captive in remote farms where they were forced to produce babies – before being murdered after 10 years of giving birth. There are verified reports from the adoptive mothers of their children that were sold for between £15,000 and £40,000 in Europe, USA and Australia, as well as testimony from ex-workers and local people who are tired of being complicit with John of God’s gang. What are the governments where this baby selling and parts selling have been reported doing to find and stop this massive woman and child sex trafficking cartel?

Another media report:
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/faith-healer-millions-followers-ran-13923228

▲ 9  ▼  ⬤
Schroedingers Cat
7 hours ago

How does something like this go on for so long, with hundreds of victims and nobody does anything?

ThankUGartman
7 hours ago

Aleister Crowley (Barbara Bush’s likely father from satanic ritual sex) was kicked out of Italy because so many young boys went missing. Why not do some police work and arrest the fkr? They have friends in the highest Places infiltrating govs, police chiefs, judges. https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.cornwalllive.com/news/history/who-aleister-crowley-wickedest-man-2132743.amp

FlKeysFisherman
8 hours ago

This story is right out of "The Greatest Conspiracy Theories" book.

It's a sick twisted world gentlemen. Now I know why they invented the flame thrower.
Ms No  8 hours ago

YES!

The Rabbit Hole goes Very Deep and
Q is actually Stephen Miller ^^

Steve Miller? He put out some half assed decent records back in the '70's...

Q's slow burn release of deep intel.

Why am I not surprised this guy was palling around with elitist scum.

To me, it is somehow ominous that some of these
It's not that I think they should not be exposed. It is that I wonder if they are being exposed for the purpose of normalization. I think we may be progressing to the point where a significant percentage of people will accept and embrace such practices.

It is, for example, very weird to me that we have (according to the media) a very significant percentage of the population who are willing to embrace third trimester abortion and even infanticide. And not too long ago, an old friend of mine was telling me about all his friends, work associates, and even family members who had told him they wished they had never had children--and about the prevalence of child abuse and child sexual abuse--and he then remarked (approvingly), "It's like people hate children."

I didn't think too much about this at the time. My old friend and I have been mostly out of touch for many years and have moved in very different circles, and I put it down to the habit people have of saying a lot of stupid shit. So I replied, "I don't know anyone who wishes they had never had children or who hates children."

He is, of course, a leftist.

You could almost gut the
You could almost get the feeling that the leftists are showing their hand, that they believe that their supporters have been groomed to accept monstrous things. Makes you wonder if they aren't at least testing the waters.

One of the essential tenets of leftism is a hatred for humanity and human life—even life itself, I think. You’ll often hear them say so. And it follows from that, that any and every evil that can be perpetrated against humanity is right and proper in their ideology.

Perhaps that want to find out who’s in.

---

**Pernicious Gold Phallus**

5 hours ago

The leftists I know are constantly hoping for a plague that will kill off all humans. If they were religious they would pray for it constantly.

---

**CatInTheHat**

31 minutes ago

I'm a believer in CHOICE.

I believe the choice to keep or abort is between a woman and her doctor

This does not mean I
believe abortion is the way to go for me personally. I have six kids to prove it. But in choosing not to abort, I took alot of shit for being a single Mom after an 18 year abusive marriage to a raging alcoholic and drug addict.

So when I needed aid to help feed my kids while finishing college aka food stamps, the very pro life groups stigmatized me.

Looking back now and seeing the world the way it is, filled with much division, hate, lack of empathy and cultural sociopathy in this Zionazi empire of psychopaths, that reflects a very sick society, and dismal future for my children and grandchildren, I do at times wish I had not brought children into this world of societal sickness and suffering. They are all struggling in some way, trying to just survive on so little. Proud of them all as they turned out to be great people and hard workers.

I worry for them tho.

It's why I can't judge anyone who chooses not to bring forth a child to this world. I do not care for, nor support late term
abortion unless it is for the dire sake of mother's life or that of child for some God awful reason but NOT for the sake of just not wanting a child. The earlier the better, if if must be.

But if a woman asked me what she should do personally I would likely pursue a pro life stance but let her know the CHOICE is ultimately her own and she has to live with that choice.

RKae 6 hours ago

But remember: This can't happen in America! If anyone tells you that satanists use women as breeders to produce children specifically for nefarious purposes...

...that's “false memory syndrome.”

...it's "satanic panic." (OMG! It rhymes! That is SO CLEVER!)

greasyknees 5 hours ago

The use of "Satanic" props and imagery is only to further manipulate the gullible religious. These people are psychopaths and exist everywhere.

They're equally
comfortable wearing expensive suits, military uniforms, doctor's scrubs, and clerical robes. One of our biggest problems is we as a culture have no strategy for identifying and neutralizing them. Though religions claim this jurisdiction and maintain the closest thing we have to a campaign against psychopaths, they have proven completely helpless against, and in fact are thoroughly infested with them. It seems one of the first things a young psychopath learns is how to manipulate the psychological mechanisms involved in belief.

LadyAtZero 8 hours ago

I read about this in the last 2 weeks in other sources.

There are very big names are associated with this whole thing.

And I also know 2 people who went to see John of God. Who were not cured. One, in fact, who went to see him, died of her cancer (at age 39, with 2 little kids) a few months ago.
tonytraveler 8 hours ago

Thank Oprah! See you on your next TV appearance, endorsing the next charlatan freak.

Bubba Rum Das 6 hours ago

Which one?

Apparently there are 5 'known' Oprah stand-ins....

Ms No 8 hours ago

Good gawd, psychopaths are just awesome. These allegations are so bad that it reminds me of the Game of Thrones theme where that guy was enslaving and impregnating his giant tribe of daughters and feeding all the male babies to the White Walkers so that they could replicate their army. Isn't our reality amazing?

Winter is coming.

Sensei CP3 9 hours ago

He healed bill clinton? Nah, the douchebags were hooking each other up for more girls.

SickDollar 9 hours ago
Marina is so evil that if the devil had children she would be his best daughter

CamCam 9 hours ago
Way to go Oprah...

khnum 10 hours ago
God definitely needs to outsource his recruitment to a better recruitment consultancy

ZeroLounger 10 hours ago
The almighty needs a lot of money. What’re ya gonna do?

khnum 10 hours ago
I suppose that might be a reason he hired grifters, con men and charlatans but the HR policy has got to change

ZeroLounger 10 hours ago
HaHa
Oprah?
Why does that not surprise me?
We are so in for a spanking.
This world has gone absolutely insanely EVIL.

Death to every last one of those motherfuckers in any way connected to this abomination. You're going to see God fast you motherfucker abomination. And God, is going to be your Devil.

Ok, but could he actually heal people?

LOL, heal them of their heavy, burdened wallets and purses, yes.
How many have died from these abusers. Most who survive would probably rather die than live with the memories. What it must be like to have to be Oprah’s sex slave. The humanity. Fragile minds broken.

Reminds me of 'Helluva job, Brownie!' in the New Orleans disaster. Oprah has him on the show to publicise him and he turns out to be an idiot….smart businessman though.

Her name was Sabrina Bittencourt.

I remember when this guy was trotted out. He was so clearly a fake.

The president of Brazil has 100 days to hold an election for a new president, else nations of sound democracy
and criminal justice will appoint one.

▲ 4 ▼

khnum 10 hours ago

Feed him to the pigs

▲ 4 ▼

Pussy Biscuit 8 hours ago

I would like to see videos of the sex abuse and sex slavery, you know, just to verify that it is not a bogus story meant to excite people.

▲ 3 ▼ 7

deplorableX 7 hours ago

You're on a roll...

▲ 2 ▼

Bubba Rum Das 6 hours ago

"I would like to see videos of the sex abuse and sex slavery, you know, just to verify that it is not a bogus story meant to excite people."

I would say it's pretty fucking believable w/ his own daughter testifying against him...Maybe you should go watch the video?
What is ironic about this psychopath is that he may have inadvertently cured a hundred people due to subconscious belief. See the placebo effect. Every drug on the market is supposed to be required to be tested against it. It only works if the people are convinced it’s authentic. Skeptics or those who know its fake can’t be cured in this way. Psychopaths are convincing. I’m sure some of it worked, not that he gave a shit. I knew (deceased now) an old Army medic who used it frequently during an event when supplies ran low. He was astonished at it’s efficacy and what it worked on. He said he has even seen it work on STDs.

Be careful... or you will find out Trump is his "good" friend.

I wonder if Trump took his
I wonder if Trump took his bible with him on his many trips to Brazil. In many ways Trump is a man of the cloth... just like Father Cydshagger, a defender of children's rights.

Commodore 1488
9 hours ago

Jeffrey Epstein

THORAX
9 hours ago

Prove 1/10 th of these allegations and they all must suffer and die in jail!

Savvy
10 hours ago
(Edited)

Sounds like the typical ZHer's dream. Women are all whores, babies conceived to entrap and collect welfare, they should all be kicked to the curb when the tits sag.

What say guys? Wouldn't you love a piece of this guy's action?

Bill of Rights
10 hours ago

So your mother is a Whore? ...noted.

Savvy
10 hours ago
ZH loves to comment endlessly about the evils of women, just can't help but think ya'all would worship Faria.

Bill of Rights
10 hours ago
That wasn't the question asked...

CamCam
9 hours ago
Wrong. We comment in such a way of scandalous western women. What few actual ladies are left in the west enjoy men's adoration

Savvy
9 hours ago
Thank you, now and then I get my back up at the constant slam slam slam. Just as men do.

tmosley
10 hours ago
What is wrong with your brain?

Savvy 9 hours ago

Just what I read here everytime the subject of women arises. Useless twats good only for fucking. The young ones that is.

tmosley 9 hours ago

No, you have some sort of mental condition that is causing visual hallucinations.

Bill of Rights 9 hours ago

Post these findings for us...you should have good records of it IE everytime we speak of women...

Well were waiting..

True Blue 9 hours ago
(Facepalm) Jane, you ignorant slut.

10 hours ago

1982xls

I would not have sex with any shemales in any of those pictures.

These people are sick indeed.

3rdWorldTrillionaire

21 minutes ago

Minas Gerais ... so that dam breaking a week back was pure coincidence, I'm sure.

Mr Perspective

30 minutes ago

"These girls were murdered after 10 years of giving birth. We have got a number of testimonies." -The Sun

So quoting tabloid garbage spewed from "The Sun" makes this narrative believable? Go to their website and see how credible their reporting is.

Froman

22 minutes ago

Agreed. This just shows the level to
shows the level to which "journalism" has stooped to in this day and age. The Sun used to be mocked by mainstream journalism; now it is considered a reliable source.

Meme Iamfurst
30 minutes ago
(Edited)

So this guy was the pizza supplier to D.C. and Hollywood?

mr1963 44 minutes ago

Oprah, making billions by bringing pedos to your doorstep. How is she still a "thing?"

CatInTheHat 50 minutes ago

"Bittencourt said she had received reports of Faria's sex slave operation in which newborns were sold for up to £40,000 ($51,000 USD) in the United States, Europe and Australia."

She claimed Faria would offer money to poor girls aged 14 to 18 to go and live in mineral mines or farms he owns in the
Brazilian states of Goias and Minas Gerais.

There they would become sex slaves and be forced to get pregnant, then their babies would be sold to the highest bidder.

“In exchange for food, they were impregnated and their babies sold on the black market,” she said.

"Hundreds of girls were enslaved over years, living on farms in Goias, and served as wombs to get pregnant, for their babies to be sold.

“These girls were murdered after 10 years of giving birth. We have got a number of testimonies." - The Sun

And WHOM of our high profile pedos like Clinton were aware of this.

We have many psychopaths within the Zionazi empire of psychopaths into pedophilia, child sex trafficking and organ harvesting as well as babies sold on the black market

US is far more evil than people know

And Oprah featured this
man?

RubberJohnny 4 hours ago

This guy is Democratic Clown Car Presidential candidate material.

He should throw his hat into the ring.

Normal 5 hours ago

Sounds like it includes politicians, celebrities, dare I say bankster too. All the people that you know are sick but can't prove anything against. And let's not forget the most likely suspects: those with the desire for more than $10,000,000.

JailBank 4 hours ago

Why this is not in the news.

Scipio Africanuz 5 hours ago

Incredible...speechless...the depravity of man, sigh...

ikhan 7 hours ago

So pedogate is
Aireannpure 8 hours ago

Women are chattel.

Your troll 7 hours ago

And you're a retard.

Bubba Rum Das 6 hours ago (Edited)

"Women are chattel."

This, I'm afraid is a clear indication of what our society in this country has degenerated to...

You know, I may be an asshole to all the scammers on here; but I'm actually a pretty nice guy; but the older single women in this country are Waaaay Fucked Up; & I'm fucking sick to death of it...

Go on any online dating site, & what will you find?

You will find: that most of the women on those sites 40 & above are either, gold diggers, manipulators (both); politically programmed by the mainstream media (heavily), Religious Nuts or...
Waaayyyyy fucked up DAMAGED GOODS that are fucking psychotic, ptsd mentally ill BITCHES; who will pre-judge you based on the past shit in their brains, that they are still (unfortunately for them), hanging on to....

-AND THAT IS EXACTLY WHERE THIS "WOMEN ARE CHATTEL" ATTITUDE IS COMING FROM....!

Yes, I understand completely.

▲ 7 ▼ 1  

land_of_the_few
6 hours ago

Your grammar is incorrect. Learn some English. Are you from the middle ages, or just illiterate?

▲ ▼ 5  

Bubba Rum Das
6 hours ago
(Edited)

HeY 'Land of The Jew'; I believe that the words 'Middle Ages', as used in reference to a notable historical age; the first letters of each word should be capitalized...

What, is your first language Yiddish, Boobie?
Fucking go back to the Middle East...!

debunker 8 hours ago

ZH becoming the National Enquirer before our eyes.

Meximus 9 hours ago

The minute evangelicals became accepted all manner of religious perversion is now accepted and tolerated.

YourAverageJoe 9 hours ago

Typical Democrat

HRClinton 9 hours ago

Typical Demonrat.

FIFY

Yen Cross 10 hours ago

Typical political sociopath on an week-end excursion to Puerto Rico?

Brian Bigrave 10 hours ago
Rape, Murder, & A Suspicious Suicide: Jailed “Psychic Surgeon” To Stars Ran Gruesome Sex Slave Farms | Zero Hedge

Pussy Biscuit 10 hours ago
That dumb bitch looks gullible.

The Harlequin 10 hours ago
Appalling, disgusting, horrific...pass the popcorn!

nerst 1 minute ago
its just another leftish idol going to prison, based on facts

jetfuel_hahaha 15 minutes ago
Netanyahu visited, was promoting himself on international TV along side Brazil's president a few weeks ago. Dots connect, as usual.

Buck Johnson 56 minutes ago
Isn't it amazing how it seems The slickster himself Willie is always associated with scum. And not to mention Ophal windbag aka black men are the worlds problem and black women are "queens". She gave him a
platform and made him bigger.

Mr Perspective 57 minutes ago

Why do you fools buy this rambling fucking lunacy? Or are most of the commenters here just spam-bots and paid shills any more? Did you notice that most of the factoids they use as so-called facts are in "quotes"? Who are they quoting? It is goddamned hearsay from facebook blather and unnamed sources designed to instill an agenda driven emotional response from the reader. The only emotional response that needs to be felt here is anger. Anger due to the fact that you have yet again allowed the lying terrorist media to draw you into their ridiculous mindfuck projects. Move on.

X30X 6 hours ago (Edited)

theseCOMMIEpRogsAREbeYA WNdHILLARYous—theYAREanOBAMANATION.

............... (BUTTweALREADYknewTHAT.)

Rape, Murder, & A Suspicious Suicide: Jailed "Psychic Surgeon" To Stars Ran Gruesome Sex Slave Farms | Zero Hedge

MarshalJimDuncan
8 hours ago

Separation of Church and State

▲ 1 ▼

Nature_Boy_Wooooo
10 hours ago

You sure this is going to work doc?

▲ 1 ▼

Yen Cross
10 hours ago

Adjective, noun, Pro noun, verb x10, adjective, verb . noun.

Putin is going to invade. har har

* here we go. The Libtards are waking up.

Gramatical skils involve masive debt, followed by indoctrinations?

▲ 1 ▼ 4

ufos8mycow
10 hours ago

Any word on the quality of Bill's handjobs?

▲ 1 ▼

surf@jm
10 hours ago

Well, they should have told him they also had syphilis and AIDS after the sessions, and then ask if his touch will
also cure that......

He would shit his pants.....

▲ 1 ▼ 🔁

**jeffglobal** 6 minutes ago

Another source of the oligarchs sacrificial humans terminated.

Does ANYONE think such operations aren't here in the US?

Why has no high ranking trafficker or slave user or satanic ruitual abuser/murderer/cannibal been arrested in the US?

What happens when our whole criminal justice system is controlled by the most evil people possible?

Exactly what we are living now, I guess.

▲ 1 ▼ 🔁

**MasterPo** 18 minutes ago

It appears that God is about to "use the John..."

▲ ▼ 1 🔁

**Maghreb** 19 minutes ago

People should be more worried about its proximity the Brazilian air base. Back in the 70's Brazil had a big problem with children of God cult that masqueraded under much the same logic. Child sex abuse blackmail...
masquerading behind faith healing. Brazilian intelligence should have been switched on to this.

If it does lead back to the Brazilian military establishment there will be issues. I think Bolsanaro was stationed there are some point if he really was a parachutist/Artillery guy. There are on going plans there so it should be a site of note. Senior officials stationed there may be compromised.


A U.K link might be this women.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gail_Harris

She grew in town called Batley and went into the porn industry and apparently has taken an interesting in Mysticism. The areas around York, Leeds and Bradford have been notorious for child sex trafficking the Savile scandal stands out more than anything.

Rumors that networks of these people exist across the planet and the belief they do have healing powers makes them hard to hunt particularly if the Establishment choose to turn a blind eye to their behaviors.
A lot of victims will probably also keep their mouths shut whether the joined willingly or not. Cult reprogramming is hard dirty work with little pay because the individuals are so broken there is no financial reason. Fritz Sprinheimer described this well......

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TR3Vdo5etCQ

I get paid over $90 per hour working from home with 2 kids at home. I never thought I'd be able to do it but my best friend earns over 10k a month doing this and she convinced me to try. The potential with this is endless. Here's what I've been doing,

HERE▶▶
http://www.worktoday33.com

dexter.
The liberated vapid whamen, falling for brownie tricks, real shocker.

"Hundreds of girls were enslaved over years, living on farms in Goias, and served as wombs to get pregnant, for their babies to be sold."

........................................LAMBthePRODUCT-
SHEEPtheFACTORY-
MUTTONtoFEEDtheFACTORY.

........................................
........................................
.....WOOLincidentalBI-product.

...TOtheTUNEofCALIFORIFICATIONcrystalBLUEperversio
n.
Squilliam Fancyson 3 hours ago

With your salary why do you waste your time on writing this SPAM ad? You lost at least 20 bucks already.

emmalisa403 8 hours ago

Google is paying 97$ per hour, with weekly payouts. You can also avail this. On Tuesday I got a brand new Land Rover Range Rover from having earned $11752 this last four weeks... with out any doubt it's the most comfortable job I have ever done. .. It Sounds unbelievable but you won't forgive yourself if you don't check it.

Pussy Biscuit 7 hours ago

I'll pay you $97 if you kill yourself.

Bubba Rum Das 7 hours ago

I paid her $97 to fuck her up the ass.
ignorethisuser 8 hours ago

What I’ve heard so far is that the Vale dam burst was organized to cover up his further farming activities in certain mine shafts.


Bubba Rum Das

6 hours ago

Uh, those were open pit mines...

my new username

8 hours ago

Like one of those witchcraft stories. Nonsense.

comikaze 9 hours ago

SOMBRERIAN to the rescue.

www.sombrerian.com